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About This Guide
We’ve created this guide to help you think through the big goals of
marketing yourself as a real estate agent. We know you have a lot to do as
an agent, so we’ve tried to include just enough get you started. If you’re
interested in going deeper into marketing, keep an eye out for our future
guides and content.
You can sign up to receive updates on new articles, downloads, and more
at about.homeasap.com/content-signup.

Creating Your Marketing Plan
Reflect On Strategy

Make an Action Plan

Track Your Progress
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We’ve identified four important goals that you need to address
when marketing yourself. Below each goal we’ve included key
questions to help you think about what actions you need to take to
accomplish that goal.
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To build your Action Plan, choose a few tasks that you can
complete on a regular basis to work towards each Marketing
Goal. Remember there’s no magic number of tasks that will equal
success. Be realistic. You’ll benefit more from a completing a few
tasks consistently than overloading yourself with more than you
can handle.
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Finally, you need to decide how to track your progress to make
sure your action plan is working. This could be something like
the number of inquiries you have a month, your total Facebook
followers, or clicks on your digital ads. Set a monthly goal and
check in occasionally. If you aren’t seeing improvement, don’t be
afraid to switch up your Action Plan!

Marketing Goal 1

Build Consumer Awareness
How will you let potential clients know you exist?
How will you communicate what sets you apart from other agents?

Action Plan
Task
Example: Remodel Facebook page.

How often?

Who is responsible?

Resources Needed

2 times a year

Home ASAP

Page Create ($57)

Track Your Progress
Metric
Example: Facebook Page Likes
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Marketing Goal 2

Generate Leads
How can you use technologies such as social media to attract potential
buyers and sellers?
What is something of value you can offer to draw people in?
How will you collect contact information for your leads?

Action Plan
Task
Example: Run Facebook ads promoting home search.

How often?

Who is responsible?

Resources Needed

Ads run daily. New ad each month.

TurnKey Suite Account Manager.

TurnKey Suite. Monthly ad budget.

Track Your Progress
Metric
Requests for showings.
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Marketing Goal 3

Nurture Leads
How will you follow up with people who contact you?
How will you continue to develop your relationships with leads?
How can I plan for multiple touchpoints with leads?

Action Plan
Task
Respond to home value requests.

How often?

Who is responsible?

Resources Needed

Daily at 3 p.m.

Me

Requests for showings.

Track Your Progress
Metric
Number of follow-up calls.
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Marketing Goal 4

Create Brand Advocates
How will you stay in contact with past clients?
How will you continue to add value to your followers?
How can you reward or recognize loyal customers?

Action Plan
Task
Example: Post to content to social media.

How often?

Who is responsible?

Resources Needed

Twice a week.

Home ASAP

Page Engage ($8999)

Track Your Progress
Metric
Example: Social media shares.
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